Cloud Chamber
Activity
BUILD YOUR OWN CLOUD CHAMBER AT HOME
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visible. Some decades ago – these

own research ...

Shopping list
A clear, see-through box-like plastic container, with flat sides and an open
top, roughly 20 x 30cm (open side) x 15cm (height)
A metal plate (at least 5mm thick) to cover the open size of the container
completely (plate must be a little bit larger than the box). The plate should
be preferably black and should have a little grooves matching the side walls
of the plastic box. As this is probably hard to find, you can also use a flat
metal plate and use black electrical tape to make the metal plate surface
black.
A thick felt (few mm), a bit smaller than the bottom of the box.
4 clips (self-adhesive cable-tie holders + cable ties) to attach the felt to the
inside of the bottom of the box
A small wooden box that is just a little bit larger in area than the metal plate
and approx. 5cm in height. The box later on has to take the ice plates and
the metal plate but the sides should not be much higher so that it doesn’t
cover the plastic box.
A very intense, bundled light source, e.g. a slide projector, strong
flashlight ...
Pure (not 70%) isopropyl alcohol – make sure you get the right one – it will
only work well with this one it and keep it out of reach of children).
Dry Ice (Careful with your hands – always use thick gloves and never touch
the ice directly! The ice is at -78oC; touching it directly will give you a burn.)
Security goggles to handle the ice
Gloves to handle the ice and the alcohol
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Step by step instructions:
1. PREPARING THE BASE PLATE - If you were not able to get a black metal
plate, you have to wrap one side of the metal plate completely with the
black electrical tape. This will make it much easier for you to see the
“white particle tracks” later on in front of a black background. The bottom
will be in contact with alcohol when you run the chamber, so do not use
alcohol-soluble tape or glue to attach it. If you have already a black metal
plate you can skip to point 2.
2. PREPARE THE ALCOHOL DISPENSER - Attach the cable tie holders to
the bottom of the box and clamp the felt with the cable ties to the bottom
of the box. Later on these felts will be soaked with alcohol and will
produce a rainlike mist of alcohol. Also, you can drill very small holes in
the bottom of the box, just above the felt. Like this you will be able to
easily add later on alcohol to keep the chamber running for a longer time
3. ADD THE ALCOHOL TO THE CHAMBER - Next you have to add the
alcohol to the chamber. Make sure you have plastic gloves on so that the
alcohol does not touch your skin excessively. Again – never ever drink the
alcohol and keep it away from children! It is very crucial that you use the
right alcohol – the chamber will not work with another one! You have to
add the alcohol to the felt – add so much alcohol that the felt is
thoroughly soaked with alcohol. This alcohol will later form the mist in
which you see the tracks appearing. Also put alcohol into the little
deepening of your metal plate if you have it. This will help sealing the box.
4. PUT THE CHAMBER TOGETHER - Now you can close the chamber: Put
the metal plate with the black surface pointing to the inside of the box and
turn it around. Your chamber should how have the plastic box inverted,
metal plate on the bottom. Fit the box so that the box walls fit the grooves
in the metal plate. Make sure there is some alcohol in the grooves - that
will seal the box better. If you metal plate has no deepening you must seal
the box in addition by putting black electrical tape around the connection
of the box with the plate. Make sure that you seal the box carefully and
completely.

5. PREPARE THE ICE - Now take the dry ice and put it into the wooden
box. Make sure to use thick gloves (the ones for handling heavy things or
heavy winter gloves) and safety goggles when handling the ice. The
temperature of the ice is -78°C! Finally put the box with the metal plate on
the bottom on the ice. Now your chamber is ready to detect particles
tracks !!!
6. RUNNING THE CHAMBER - The chamber will take a few minutes to get
to an equilibrium state before you can see the first track appearing. Turn
off the room lights and turn on your light source (flash light or slide
projector) and point it through the chamber along the bottom of your
chamber. At first, you will only see a rain-like mist of alcohol. The sensitive
place of the chamber where you will see tracks is near the bottom of your
chamber. Make sure that the chamber stays sealed and that you have no
air leaks. After about 10 minutes, you should start to see the tracks of
particles passing through. The tracks look a little like spider's threads
going along the chamber floor. You should be able to see a couple of
tracks per minute. If needed, you can add extra alcohol through the holes
in the top of the box without reopening the box.

WHAT CAN YOU SEE ?
You will see different kinds of tracks coming from different cosmic particles.
You might notice that some tracks are very "bright" and thick, and others are
very faint. Besides straight lines of tracks from one particle you might see:
• A thick, few centimeters long track. This is most likely caused by an alpha
particle, which is the nucleus of the Helium atom (first picture to the left).
• A very windy, chaotic track. This is "multiple scattering", as a low-energy
cosmic ray bounces off of one atom in the air to the next (second picture
to the left).
• A straight track that sharply "kinks" off to the left or right. This is a decay of
a muon particle. The two dashed lines are particle called neutrinos (the
dashed lines) that your chamber is not able to detect (third picture to the
left).
• Three tracks that meet at a single point. In these events, one track is an
incoming cosmic ray, a particle called muon. This particle hits an atomic
electron. The electron and the outgoing cosmic track are the two other
tracks (without picture).
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Like in any real experiment, things might not
work from the beginning and you may find
yourself with difficulties. Here are a few
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT IT …
If you want to learn more about cosmic particles and
cloud chamber have a look at the following sites:
Wikipedia helps:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_chamber
Nice movie of an impressing cloud chamber at work:
http://www.richannel.org/the-modern-alchemistcloud-chamber
Foland cloud chamber page (this is who we learned
it from!)
http://w4.lns.cornell.edu/~adf4/cloud.html
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